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Mesmerizing Glass Crafting
Experience the rare, ancient skills of glass
crafting and the delicate process of
creating Venetian glass chandeliers.

Teen's First Look at Colors
His friends banded together to buy this
teen with color blindness the glasses that
enabled him to finally enjoy colors.

Never Used ChatGPT?
It's easy (and free) to use
ChatGPT, the generative
AI chatbot. Give it a
prompt and instantly see
what it writes for you.
Learn more...

Enjoy a Virtual Vacation
AirPano provides 360º
videos of breathtaking
spots from around the
globe. They're the next
best thing to a real trip.
Learn more...

Get Color Inspiration 
Whether you're planning
to paint your home or start
work on a craft project,
this site displays lots of
lovely color combos.
Learn more...

https://www.nckcn.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-i_0_h4BF8com/_eNewsletter/2024/2402_VIDEO_A1_MustSee.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nG3-SypqqI0
https://chat.openai.com/
https://chat.openai.com/
https://chat.openai.com/
https://www.airpano.com/360video_list.php
https://www.airpano.com/360video_list.php
https://colorhunt.co/
https://colorhunt.co/
https://colorhunt.co/


5 Flavorful Potato Sides
February is Potato Lovers Month and a
great time to try Fondant Potatoes,
German Potato Dumplings, Baked Potato
Puffs, and more.

3 Easy Vegetable Sides
Need more veggies in your diet? These
recipes for carrots, brussels sprouts, and
acorn squash are loaded with flavor and
easy to make.

MONOPOLY GO!
Roll the dice! Expand your
empire! Challenge your
friends! Win big! This takes
the beloved Monopoly

Caliber
Looking for a better way
to work out? This offers
training programs,
seamless workout tracking,

Weather Underground
The world's most accurate
weather service uses
hyper-local weather data.
Get current conditions or

https://www.enewsletterhome.com/_eNewsletter/2024/2402_Section_D.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dumbL6RPJIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OxK552Plvqkcom/_eNewsletter/2024/2402_VIDEO_E2_Cooking.htm
https://www.monopolygo.com/
https://caliberstrong.com/
https://www.wunderground.com/download


game to a whole new
level.
Learn more...

strength metrics, and
nutrition education.
Learn more...

forecasts and check the
interactive map.
Learn more...

Build a Beautiful Bloom
Colored paper, scissors, and glue are all
you need to make a gorgeous paper
flower that never fades and always
delights.

Cool Refrigerator Magnets
Turn clear glass gemstones into lovely
refrigerator magnets that showcase your
choice of images from greeting cards or
gift wrap.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y89yRNFbVkwcom/_eNewsletter/2024/2402_VIDEO_H1_Crafty.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3y3weR_7wMcom/_eNewsletter/2024/2402_VIDEO_H2_Crafty.htm
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